Let Se°°(X) 9 &°°(Y) 9 and ^°°(Z) denote the Banach spaces of bounded, Borel-measurable functions on X, Y, and Z, respectively. Recall that there is a canonical extension of each bimeasure on X X y to an element of (Se°°{X) ê jSP°°(y))*. The extension is implemented as follows. Then ||w**|| = ||u||. Since we may consider &°°(X) c C 0 (X)** and JSf°°( Y) c C 0 (Y)**, restricting w** to the respective c^f 00 -spaces and extending to the associated projective tensor products provides the desired extension, which we also denote by u. It is easy to check that if u is the bimeasure represented by integration with respect to a measure co on X X Y, then the extension of u to bounded, Borel-measurable functions is still represented by integration with respect to co. Now if X and Y are locally compact abelian (LCA) groups with character groups X and Y, respectively, then for u e BM(X, Y) the Fourier transform of u is defined via the canonical extension by w(x, T?) = u(x ® i?), x e £ *ï e £ For background on tensor algebras, see [3, Chap. 11] . For information about bimeasures and trimeasures on locally compact groups, see [2] and [4] . 
There exist elements u, v e BM(G, H, K) such that uv is not the Fourier transform of an element of BM(G, H, K). In fact, convolution on M(G X H X K) is not continuous in the trimeasure norm.
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 1. Corollary 2 is immediate. The remaining results are proved in Section 2. Comments and credits end this section.
In [4] the authors showed that if G and H are infinite, locally compact, abelian groups, then the closure of
for example the bimeasures for which translation is a norm-continuous function on G X H are precisely those in that closure. Analogous results for nonabelian groups were obtained in [2] , which also includes a proof that the continuous bimeasures form an ideal under convolution. A proof of Corollary 2 for the case G = H and G abelian was given in [4] ; that proof used the Fourier transform and does not appear to be directly adaptable to the nonabelian case. It also seemed that Haar measure on G X G played a special role. The harmonic analysis is absent from the present proof; only an / argument remains.
That the closure of L l (n X v) contains c 0 as a direct summand is due to Bessaga and Pefczynski [1] . Our proof of Theorem 1 contains a version of their argument. We are grateful to Professor Pefczynski for bringing [1] to our attention. Theorem 5 is essentially proved in the proof of [7, Theorem 2] ; the assertion of Theorem 1 is that BM(X, Y) does not satisfy the condition & of [7] , the hypothesis of Saeki's result.
1. Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that \x and v are probability measures. A standard construction, using the continuity of the probability measure ju, shows that there is a sequence {f n } of Borel functions on X such that for all n, f It is obvious that P(Pu) = Pu, so u f -> Pu is a projection from bimeasures to bimeasures. The first two inequalities above show that the sequence {u mm } may be any bounded sequence: that is, the image of P may be identified isometrically with l°°. Now, if u e L 2 (fx) ® L 2 (v), then clearly, {u mm } e c 0 .
rise to a sequence in c 0 . In the subspace P(BM(X, Y) ) the norm corresponds to the supremum norm of the coefficients w mm , so the closure of
) corresponds to all of c 0 .
Let us suppose that there were a bounded operator Q from J5M(X, Y) onto L. Then PgP is easily seen to be a bounded operator from the image PROOF OF THEOREM 6. We begin with a special case of the theorem. After establishing the special case, we will show how tensor algebra methods (based on independent sets) give the general result.
P(BM(X, Y) ) onto P(L). Since those last two spaces are isomorphic with
Let T denote the circle group. We shall show that there exist bounded sequences of finitely supported trimeasures Theorem 6 now follows for the special case under consideration. The general case is obtained as follows. Let u r and v s be finitely supported approximants to u and v with ||w r || = ||vj| = 1. We may assume that u r is supported on U x X U 2 X U 3 and v s is supported on V x X V 2 X V 3 , where Uj; U Vj is a disjoint union whose result is an independent set, for j = 1, 2, 3. Such a choice of w r and v 5 is possible because the finitely supported trimeasures of (trimeasure) norm one are weak-* dense in the unit ball of BM (G, H, K) .
Because of the independence of the sets U U K the mass distribution of u r * v s is independent of the underlying group structure. We claim further that u r and v s can be found so that the trimeasure norm of u r * v s will be approximately \\u * v||. Indeed, because convolution is weak-* continuous in each variable separately, v s can be chosen so that \\u * vj| is large. Now u r is chosen so that \\u r * v s \\ is large. All that occurs, we stress, independently of the underlying groups' structure.
We now map Uj and V one-to-one onto sets in any other LCA groups, Uj, Vj c Gj, such that Uj U V-is a disjoint union whose result is independent, for j = 1, 2, 3. Then u r , v s , and u r * v^ are mapped onto elements u' r v^, and u' r * V s of BM (G\, G' 2 , G' 3 ) , with no change in norms. It follows that the norm of the convolution of two finitely supported trimeasures in BM(G\, G 2 , G3) is not bounded by a (fixed) constant times the product of the norms of the factors. Therefore, BM(G\, G' 2 , G3) is not closed under convolution.
We leave the remaining details to the reader. 
